
To: Irving, Paul (SAA)[pirving@
From: Blodgett, Tim[/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=c4524b832a5f4ebab00c83be163ce070-Blodgett, T]
Sent: Wed 1/6/2021 1:59:29 AM (UTC)
Subject: Fwd: Interest in Tunnels Leading to the US Capitol

FYI. 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Gallagher, Sean" <Sean.Gallagher@
Date: January 5, 2021 at 8:55:29 PM EST
To: "Blodgett, Tim" <Timothy.Blodgett@ , "Fitzpatrick, Robert" 
<Robert.Fitzpatrick@ , "Keating, Sean" <Sean.Keating@ , "Wojciechowski, 
Ed" <Ed.Wojciechowski@ , "Gandolph, Jason" <Jason.Gandolph@
Cc: "Pittman, Yogananda" <Yogananda.Pittman@ , "Cook, Lawrence J." 
<Lawrence.Cook@
Subject: Interest in Tunnels Leading to the US Capitol

�Good evening,
Meant to send this earlier today, but got tied up, we are running this out, but there is a historical website 
called PWashingtonTunnels.comQ that has a bunch of information, to include maps on our Capitol system 
tunnels. The owner of the website submitted an online tip to the FBI NTOC stating that he has noticed a 
significant uptick in new visitors to his website. We have identified numerous open source comments 
indicating groups intentions of finding the tunnel entrances and confronting/blocking the MOCSs. In addition, 
they specifically discuss attempting to get into the LOC to go to the basement and use the LOC tunnel to get 
to the Capitol. The website PTheDonald.WinQ has been very active with promoting the photos of the tunnel 
system and stating their goal of finding Democratic Members early to block them from entering the Capitol.

Additionally, we have seen a huge uptick with reporting via open source of the groups intentions of forming 
a perimeter around the campus (indicated in image #5 above) from 0600-1000 hours in order to block all 
MOCSs from getting inside our perimeter to the Buildings with spots identified for direct action. ItSs 
unknown if the groups will actually mobilize that early at 0600, but tomorrow is an all hands on deck for 
USCP and we will have additional assets to deal with any blocking of the barricades/entrances/etc. ID will 
continue to run out the investigative side of this and IICD is actively monitoring the information via open 
source. FBI also has this listed as Guardian and Sentinel case due to it coming into their NTOC.

Deputy Chief Sean P. Gallagher
Protective Services Bureau Commander
United States Capitol Police

www.uscp.gov<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-
3A__www.uscp.gov&d=DwMFAg&c=L93KkjKsAC98uTvC4KvQDdTDRzAeWDDRmG6S3YXllH0&r=N
5VnH__vyuw8WZ77Vq_nYdNvVgob4QGf4uI6j1eTevs&m=o4z7NNXeZ3zAMC-
sTc8bbrxhS7XUlYuraE4bBtgdO1c&s=UGorPyq7Xo14f_e6cWnHoz__bnHQeRNyCR3Ey510Gs4&e=>
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